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Abstract. For book scanner technologies projective distortions are the
main problem. In general, the use of 3d measurements of a warped surface
is the best way to remove the projective distortions. But if the quality
of the 3d measurements is very low, it is difficult to get satisfying de-
warping results. In our paper we present a new technique handling this
problem by introducing a simplified surface model. We use this model
as a basis to compute a linear approximation parallel to the geometrical
position of the book crease. The resulting method leads to a robust and
fast computation. It provides us with a reliable dewarping output even
for weak measurements given by a light sectioning method of top view
scanners.

1 Introduction

Digital archiving of hard-back literature increasingly becomes an essential part
of the work of libraries and museums. Although for this purpose the modern
computer technology already accomplishes major premises, the status quo of
the scanner technology is not satisfying. In particular it is hardly possible to get
distortion-free copies from thick books without damaging them. This currently
represents a large problem both for high quality digitalisation of valuable his-
torical books in museums and for simple copying of common books in public
libraries. Besides, the image distortions bring a further problem with itself. A
full automated character recognition (e.g. OCR) in the area of book crease is
often impossible.

In the last years a special kind of book scanner, which is called top view scan-
ner, became generally accepted on the market. To use the books in their natural
way those scanners capture a copy of the page from above and from a certain
distance. Through the use of a line camera with an appropriate stripe lighting
it is possible to receive an evenly sharp and well illuminated two-dimensional
image. However, we inevitably get a distorted copy in consequence of the pro-
jective geometry of the scanner and the warped surface of the page. An example
can be seen on the upper left in figure 1.

Removing the projective distortions supported by 3d measurements of the
page surface is a well known idea which we also use in our book scanner appli-
cation. For the 3d surface measurement we extend the scanner construction by
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original scanner image:
original surface measurement:

dewarped output image:
approximated book surface:

Fig. 1. Dewarping concept with 3d surface measurements

an additional matrix camera and apply a special kind of light sectioning. The
result is represented on the upper right in figure 1. For homogeneous textures
on the page this method provides sufficient accuracy. In contrast, if there are
figures with very dark parts on the page, we get inapplicable measurements in
these regions. Independent from the applied method this is a common problem
for optical measurement systems.

However, to use the surface reconstruction despite their low quality in regions
of weak measurements we have to approximate the book surface. The essence
of our proposed method is to get a save and coherent surface reconstruction of
the page, which is widely independent from the original measurement quality.
The result of our approximation is represented down on the right in figure 1.
By combining our approximated surface reconstruction and the original scanner
image we can calculate a nearly distortion-free copy of the page. An example of
an output result is shown down on the left in figure 1.

2 Related Work

Removing the projective distortion in a two-dimensional image of a three-dimen-
sional warped surface is an abstract mathematical problem. A possibility without
using additional information or hardware support offers the ”shape from shad-
ing” principle. In [1,2] the shape of the surface is drawn directly from the dis-
tribution of brightness. Because of strict conditions the exactness and reliability
of this approach are not particularly high.
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Another approach without an extension of the scanner hardware is to recog-
nize the lines of text in a page [3,4,5]. Supposing that the lines must be straight,
the original scanner image can be corrected accordingly. But this method works
only with text pages. Pages with figures or insular text blocks can not be de-
warped.

A quite similar technique is used in systems recognizing the margins. One
approach is given by Rebmann et al. in [6]. Another approach and an example
of its application can be found in a software tool which is based on the patent
[7]. The patent describes a dewarping method disposing the geometrical position
of the lower page margin. In most cases the software solution works well, but
there are problems, if the book is not aligned well or if there are notes, which
exceed the lower paper delimitation. These problems were a main motivation for
us to develop an alternative solution.

Book scanner systems with additional hardware support are mostly based on
the construction of a vision system and the calculation of a 3d surface recon-
struction of the page. There are constructions with one matrix camera and one
projector in [8], two matrix cameras in [9] or laser triangulation in [10]. These
techniques are often costly concerning the additional hardware and provide low
resolutions in the copy of documents due to the exclusive use of matrix cameras.
Additionally, there are a lot of other techniques to get a surface reconstruction,
which we do not describe here. A good survey is given in [11].

The surface reconstruction of a book page is the basis to solve the dewarping
problem. The success of an approach depends more on the quality of the 3d
data than on the quality of the dewarping algorithm. For exact measurements
the approach from Brown [12] should provide a good dewarping result even for
rigid surface deformations. But computational costs of that approach are very
high and it is difficult to bear measurement errors. For this reason we prefer the
works from Liang [13,14]. As in our own approach it integrates the mathematical
model of a warped page.

3 Weak Surface Measurements

As described in [15] and patented in [16] our approach to calculate the surface
reconstruction is based on a further development of classical light sectioning
[17]. According to this well known principle the position of the light stripe in
an image of the matrix camera depends on the surface shape of the page we are
scanning. Thereby from the captured image sequence we can infer the form of
the whole surface. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of our setup.

In classical light sectioning one determines in an image of the matrix camera
the local pixel position of a projected light stripe. Usually this only works if
the light stripe is very small, e.g. a projected laser line. Because the stripe
lighting of a top view scanner generates a broad light stripe we have to apply an
alternative technique. For a pixel of the matrix camera we determine from the
image sequence the point in time, on which the light stripe was passing the pixel.
Independent from the width of the stripe lighting we can calculate the point in
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matrix camera
with a constant
frame rate
→ image
sequence warped page

stripe lighting

line camera
→ high resolution image

moving direction of
the scanner head

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of our setup

time with comparative high accuracy. By triangulation of the optic beam of the
pixel and the plane of the stripe lighting we get the position of a surface point.

Evaluating the measurements of our method partially unveils some notable
deviations between measured values and actual values. These measurement er-
rors are not due to incorrectly computed time values or errors in the calibration
of the system. They are caused by inhomogeneous paper properties and reflec-
tions. Especially at very dark textures the light of the surrounding areas has a
large influence. That leads to weak measurements which are shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Weak 3d measurements (left) and good 3d measurements (right)

The rough 3d-surface of the left example in figure 3 is caused by errors of
weak measurements. Especially at the dark parts in the illustration of the page
we get notable measurement deviations, which we cannot level out by local
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operations. On the right side of figure 3 we see an example with a proper 3d
surface measurement.

Weak surface measurements are not only a problem of our time based light
sectioning method. The quality of all approaches mentioned in section 2 depend
on the page texture. Generally, we can state that the more we invest in the
scanner hardware and the calculation time the fewer weak measurements we
get. Both a better scanner hardware and a higher calculation time cause costs,
which we can avoid by developing an efficient dewarping method working robust
with weak measurements.

4 The Book Model Calculation

4.1 Assumptions

The approximation of a surface can be computed under very different points of
view. If the quality of the given measurements is low, information about the sur-
face characteristics like smoothness or boundary conditions are very important.
Especially the kind of the approximation method should depend on the purpose
of the expected approximation result.

In case of book surface approximation we know that the page surface is very
smooth, normally. Therefore we can level out local measuring noise by simply
choosing a large approximation area. But this procedure is not sufficient in case of
weak or missing measurements, which are often locally connected. Here we need
more stringent conditions, which we define for our special approximation problem
through a geometric book model. The price we have to pay for introducing
a stringent book model is the inability to dewarp rigid deformed books. But
the advantage is that we can develop an algorithm which is fast, robust, and
applicable for nearly all other kinds of books.

The definition of the book model is based on the following main assumptions:

1. There is a book crease which is detectable in the 3d measurement set.
2. Parallel to the book crease there is only a very small surface warping.

Clearly, both assumptions do not claim completeness for all kinds of books. But
this is rarely a problem. A book without a crease is very unusual and we can
exclude such cases for our proposed method by an exception rule. The second
point, the warping direction, is more difficult because for instance a dog-ear
cannot be mapped by our model. But generally dog-ears should not possess a
main meaning for book scanners.

4.2 Improving the Crease Detection

The most important characteristics of our book model is the geometric location
of the book crease. It subdivides the book surface into two parts and gives the
orientation of the pages. The easiest way to detect the book crease is searching
a minimum line in the middle of the 3d measurement set.
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In case of weak measurements this procedure provides us only with a first
approximation. To improve this result we have to analyse the surface measure-
ments in the neighbourhood of the book crease. Therefore we calculate a linear
approximation of the surface through fitting a plane on the left and the right
side of the crease, respectively. The planes which we denote by El and Er are
schematically shown in figure 4.

El Er

x

y
z

Fig. 4. Approximation planes left and right from the book crease

Let be given the first calculation of the geometric location of the book crease,
which we get by searching the minimum line. Our improvement refers to the
direction of the book crease in the telecentric view to the xy-level. In this case
we can set z = 0 and describe the geometric location of the crease in the xy-level
with the normal form for straight lines

ax + by + c = 0 . (1)

We now compute the approximation planes El and Er given through

El : Alx + Bly + Clz + Dl = 0 ,
Er : Arx + Bry + Crz + Dr = 0 .

(2)

Then we form an intersection between the planes and project the result into the
xy-level. Thus we get in the xy-level an improvement of equation 1 with

a = Ar − Al ,
b = Br − Bl .

(3)

The parameter c of equation 1 cannot be improved by this method because
the intersection of the approximation planes can induce a displacement. After
correcting a and b parameter c has to be recomputed by searching the minimum.

The exact alignment of the book crease has a direct effect on the alignment
of the output result. An example of the consequence of a displaced book crease
is given in figure 5. Here the difference between the uncorrected book crease and
the corrected book crease is about 2 degrees. That sounds not much, but it is
important for the visual overall impression of the dewarped output. With the
described method we typically gain error corrections within 2 and -2 degrees.
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Fig. 5. Uncorrected and corrected alignment of the book crease

4.3 Weighted Linear Approximation

The second point of our book model definition gives us the possibility to level
out the weak measurements by linear approximation patches over the complete
vertical page length. Because this computation only leads to an error reduction
similar to forming an average we have to introduce a quality estimation of the
used measurements. Because in our light sectioning method dark surface areas
are influenced by the surrounding light, the brightness of a measured point can
be a good value for this purpose. This certainly is a compromise but it is also
an important condition to develop a robust and fast method based on a linear
approximation of weighted measurements.

The set of weighted measurements that goes into one linear approximation
we define by

Γ (d1, d2) = {
(
p, ν(p)2

)
|p ∈ M, d1 ≤ κ(p) ≤ d2}, (4)

whereby κ(p) is the Euclidean distance between a point p and the detected book
crease relating to the xy-level, d1 and d2 are constraints to set the boundaries
of the approximation area, M ⊂ R3 is the set of measured surface points, and
ν(p) is the brightness of a measured point.

The actual operation to fit a plane into a set of weighted points is a standard
problem. We do not describe it here. We denote that fitting operation with P ,
whereby the result of the operation P : M → R3 is defined by an infinite set of
3d points forming a plane. We now can form a straight line defined by the set

S(i, g) = { p |p ∈ P (Γ ((i − 1)r, (i + 1)r)) and κ(p) = ir} , (5)

whereby i ∈ G is an integer value we call grid coordinate and r ∈ R is a real
value we call grid distance. Through a computation of these straight lines for
all i we get an equidistant grid of approximation values along the whole book
surface. An example can be seen schematically in figure 6.

The new format of our 3d approximation values provides us with good prop-
erties for the further processing. We are easily able to detect the page borders by
analysing the difference between the original measurements and the linear ap-
proximation. Such a 3d supported border recognition is much more stable than
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Fig. 6. Linear approximation with straight lines over the vertical book length

a brightness supported border recognition. The result is convincing even if there
are notes going beyond the page border.

4.4 Dewarping and Output

After applying the weighted linear approximation of the page surface we have got
an aligned equidistant measurement grid. To receive a dewarped output result
we have to develop the warped surface into a plane. For this our data structure
of straight lines is a good basis.

We start the dewarping algorithm from the book crease toward the outer de-
limitation of the left and right page, respectively. In each step we fold the 3d dis-
tance between two neighbouring approximation lines into the xy-level. Thereby
we get a new line in a 2d output coordinate system. The height information of
each line is saved in a relation to the original line.

In figure 7.a we see the origin in a telecentric view toward the xy-level of our
xyz-coordinate system. It schematically diagrammes the detected book crease
and the first 5 approximation lines to the right in its original geometrical di-
rection. In figure 7.b we see the approximation lines in a transformed x′y′z
coordinate system aligned to the book crease. The x′y′-level of the transformed
x′y′z coordinate system is equal to the 2d output uv-coordinate system.

In the uv coordinate system we fold the approximation lines into the plane
which is shown in figure 7.c. Through the transformation of the surface into a
plane we loose the equidistant grid structure and the straight lines are not longer
aligned. As it is shown in figure 7.d we renew the grid structure through the
computation of equidistant supporting points by a linear interpolation. Thereby
we save the relation to the original 3d points. As a result we obtain at the uv
coordinate system an equidistant set of supporting points with a relation to 3d
points of the approximated book surface. This data structure is a direct basis to
generate a dewarped output image of the page.

The calibration of the complete book scanner system provides us with a map-
ping from 3d points into the original scanner image. From this mapping we
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Fig. 7. Dewarping steps after the linear approximation

obtain for any point in the 3d space a subpixel coordinate in the scanner image
with high accuracy. To generate a dewarped image we only have to output the
subpixel values, which we get by mapping the supporting points. We get a de-
fined high resolution equal to the original scanner image by bilinear interpolation
between the supporting points related to our equidistant grid.

5 Results

It is difficult to evaluate the results of our method by objective mathemati-
cal calculations. On one hand the evaluation depends much on the quality and
characteristics of the input book. On the other hand there is no standard evalu-
ation method to other dewarping algorithms. So we present here some examples
with different book characteristics, which we analyse concerning the dewarping
quality of the output.

At first we show in figure 8 the dewarped output of the two examples from
figure 3 in section 3. It gives a general impression of the ability of our dewarping
method. A more detailed illustration is already shown on the left in figure 5. The
text lines are nearly straight and well aligned. There are no problems with the
illustrations even if they include deep black parts. Additionally, the characters
situated near the book crease appear in there original size. We still get sufficient
results even if the book crease is very deep like in the example of figure 9.

The examples are only a small selection of our test scans with many different
books. If near the book crease the brightness is high enough we detect the correct
geometrical location with nearly 100%. The detection only fails if there is no book
crease at all or the geometric form of the book crease is very flat. In this case
we cannot apply the method presented in this paper.
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Fig. 8. Dewarped output results

Fig. 9. Character dewarping near a deep book crease

If we detect a book crease the method works robust and fast. On a standard
PC with 3.4 GHz the computation time for our method is below 1s. Within this
period we have to calculate up to 640×448 3d points according to the resolution
of the matrix camera. Without dewarping the pure scanning time of our book
scanner with a resolution of 300 dpi is about 1s. That means we receive a total
time of 2s for generating a nearly distortion-free book copy. This is a very good
value for a publicly used book scanner system.

The robustness of the method depends on the distribution of the brightness
values along the book surface. In most cases we get the expected completely
dewarped output results. Only if there are deep black values over the whole
vertical length of the page our method yields incorrect output results, e.g. a
wrong outer delimitation of the page or additional distortions not coming from
the original scanner image. An examples is given in figure 10. While on the left
page the dewarping is nearly correct, we see on the right page deviations from the
expected output, which are due to weak measurements over the vertical length of
the page. We can stop such incorrect outputs through defining some consistency
rules relating the brightness values, but we cannot sufficiently correct them. The
analysis and improvement of this infrequent problem will be one of the next
steps our research work.
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Fig. 10. Example of incorrect output due to low vertical brightness values

6 Conclusion and Further Work

We have presented an improved method to generate nearly distortion-free copies
of bounded books. As input we use the original images of a top view scanner and
a set of 3d surface measurements we get from a special light sectioning. Because
the light sectioning only provides with weak 3d measurements we introduced
a simplified surface model of bounded books and developed a new dewarping
method based on a weighted linear approximation along the vertical book length.
Thereby we additionally described a technique to detect the geometrical location
of the book crease. For the common application of book scanning our method
yields well dewarped and aligned output results. There are only very few cases
for which our method is not suitable.

If the technique will be implemented in a book scanner product we hope for
extensive feed back from the users regarding the quality of our method. Fur-
thermore we will do some impartial investigations about the OCR recognition.
Depending on the geometric form we presume a significant improvement of the
OCR recognition near the book crease.

To further the improvement of our dewarping system we have to upgrade the
quality of the 3d measurement. One way is to support the light sectioning by
an additional area correlation method to reduce the weak measurements. The
scanner hardware already fulfilled all conditions for this approach. Another idea
is to use a second matrix camera. This brings less weak measurements because we
can use pure stereo photogrammetry instead of light sectioning. But it increases
the cost of the book scanner system. And it was a major concern designing the
book scanner with a very good cost-benefit ratio.
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